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okay, so you did it. you smuggled some content out of your country of residence, and now you can finally
play the uncensored version of shiny days. its important to remember that this content will likely be

changed/removed by jast in the future, and any small changes made in the original version will likely be lost
in the translation. in other words, if you have this version of the game, you shouldnt expect to be able to use

the patch at a later date. consider that youre an eroge fan living in japan, which has strict rules regarding
importation of virtual child pornography. youre a collector, and wont settle for anything less than a boxed

collectors edition of shiny days. on one hand, you could import an uncensored version of shiny days and risk
legal action when customs inspects your package. on the other hand, you could import a censored version

which poses no legal risk, then download a patch to restore the cut content. in other words, you could
smuggle contraband into the country by separating out the illegal content and obtaining it from a safer

source, then recombining it at its destination. thats a classic and effective tactic taken out of the smugglers
handbook. i can now confirm that in the japanese version of shiny days, the chapter that the anime is

featured in is called shiny days h27 instead of shiny days h 38. i am sure that there are readers of this forum
who are familiar with this important nuance of this work, so i apologize for being vague in my original post.
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i love how in time, the first time i am going to be able to buy shiny days, that its gonna be a
butchered game and i will have to spend money on a restoration patch. which i will never use. i
will most likely go out and buy a game that i want to play. a game that i have not played before

like song of saya and will be the same if they release the game as it is today. i will not buy a
butchered game from you since youre so obviously not interested in providing a clean and

uncensored game. i just thought i would clarify a few things to those who were confused by my
previous post. we have made a very thorough effort to make sure that the release is free of any

visual novel specific censorship and that includes mosaics as well as censorship of certain
content such as underage characters and of course the loli cut scene. it is also safe to say that
the same visual novels that have been censored in the past will not be censored in this release.
as for the "lesser" content, we have censored that where we feel that it does not fit with the rest
of the game. we have also made sure that the game will not contain anything obscene or that is

unsuitable for work. we have been careful in our editing to make sure that the game is as
enjoyable to read and play as possible and it is in no way censored. there are a few scenes in

the game that are not included, these are mostly scenes with the main character and his
classmate because it was felt that it would not be appropriate to release these scenes for the

sake of the school environment that the story takes place in. the fbi raided vn games in august
2012. according to information in the news reports, the fbi found several sexual eroge titles in

vn games possession. these titles included school days, a long-running eroge series from key. vn
games had also distributed the school days series in english for years, but had never included

some of the explicit scenes that were illegal in the us. it is true that the school days series wasnt
actually published by vn games, but the company had published several of the series titles over

the years, including the ones that contained the illegal content. 5ec8ef588b
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